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Introduction
It is a surprising fact that theoretical physicists are
constantly reviving mathematical theories developed as many as
fifty or one hundred years ago and finding them applicable to
present problems. An interesting example of this is found in
Sir Arthur Eddington's recent book Relativity Theory of Pr ot ons
and Electrons
.
A part of Eddington' s work in this book is
based on a paper by William Kingdon Clifford appearing in the
first volume of the American J ournal of Mathematics
,
published
in 1873.
The object of this thesis is to present in an understand-
able fashion the general theory of Clifford numbers by tracing
their development and by showing their application in the work
of Eddington.
Clifford numbers arose as a result of the mathematician's
desire to represent algebraically the conditions existing in a
space of any number of dimensions. It is impossible to under-
stand them unless one is familiar with the development of geo-
metric algebras and most especially with the work of William
Rowan Hamilton and Hermann G-rassman, whose theories greatly
influenced Clifford.
The first chapter, therefore, is devoted to the presenta-

tion of a background for the comprehension of Clifford's work.
No attempt has been made to give an exhaustive study of the
algebras of Hamilton and Grassman
;
but the general problem in
which each was interested is given, and the similarities and
differences of treatment are indicated.
The second chapter presents Clifford's theory. More space
has been given to this part of the thesis, and illustrations
and examples have been included for the sake of clarity.
The third chapter deals with Eddington's adaptation of
Clifford numbers. The system of E-numbers used by Eddington is
identified as a special case of Clifford numbers, and a system
of four- fold matrices is shown to fulfill the conditions im-
posed upon Eddington's symbols.

CHAPTER I
The Development of 3-eometric Algebras
Preliminary Discussion
In our familiar algebra ,-ve consider the relations and
properties of numbers by means of general symbols. Sometimes
it is advantageous to give our numbers a geometrical interpre-
tation, and what is more natural than that they should represent
points on a line at different distances from a certain reference
point corresponding to zero? It has been found useful to con-
sider positive numbers as points to the right of the zero point
and negative numbers as points reckoned from the left of the
zero. This representa t ion gives us a means of visualizing such
algebraic expressions as
-a -2-1 0 1 2 a &*b and a-b in terms of
Figure 1 distances along a line.
Mathematicians were not satisfied with this concept but
sought for a connection between their algebraic symbols and
points in a plane
.
By means of such a relation they might hope
to prove the theorems of plane geometry algebraically and also
add to the knowledge of the properties of geometric figures.
Descartes
Rene' Descartes was born at LaHaye in Touraine in 1596. He
made many valuable contributions to the study of philosophy and

mathematics, and with the printing of his G-eome trie in 1637 the
treatment of geometric concepts by means of algebra was greatly
advanced. It is true that Vieta and other mathematicians had
1
attempted to apply algebra to geometry before him, but the
methods of Descartes were more general and useful. 1
By Descartes a point in a plane was determined m position
-V
Figure 2
by its distances from two
fixed axes, x and y, at
right angles to each other.
For example, any point, p,
with coordinates x and y is
uniquely determined when
values are assigned to x
and y as shown in the
accompanying figure where
' x z 3 and y = 2 .
"This geometric idea of coordinate representation together
with the algebraic idea of two variables in one equation having
an indefinite number of simultaneous values, furnished a method
for the study of loci which is admirable for the generality of
its solutions ." 2 It is assumed that the methods of the analytic
1
Cajori, Florian, History of Mathematics
, p. 185
2
ibid
(Y'X) q
geometry of Descartes are so well known as
discussion here.
5
to warrant no further
Geometric Representation of the Imaginary
Thus far no mention has been made of the so-called imag-
inary numbers of algebra. Mathematicians were led to the con-
cept of imaginary numbers by a consideration of an algebraic
relationship such as the following:
One of the values obtained for x in the above equation was de-
noted by the symbol ITT and later by i. In order to make their
algebra H complete" (that is, such that all operations possible
yield only numbers of the algebra) mathematicians were finally
forced to admit this new symbol into their number system and to
identify with it all the properties of a number.
It was proved by Gauss (1799) that all algebraic operations
yield results of the form a. 1+bi where the a’s and b's are real
numbers and the i is the ITl. In other words, every number of
the algebra may be thought of as a linear function of the two
units, 1 and i. Since neither unit may be expressed as a linear
function of the other, the units are linearly independent, and
the set is not redundant. It is seen that when a = 0, the
result is a pure imaginary number; when b = 0, the result is a
real number; and when a i- 0 and b / 0, the result is a complex

number.
The geometric representation of the imaginary was long a
puzzle to mathematicians. Abbe' Buee in his paper "Memo ire sur
les Quantites Imaginaires " is credited with being the first
person to formally maintain that the symbol T7l should be used
to denote perpendicularity. ^ Jean-Robert Argand in his Sssai
sur une Maniere de Representer les Q,uan ti tes Imaginaires (1806)
further developed the idea so as to give a geometric interpre-
tation to a+bi, but it was not until the work of Gauss that the
geometric representation of the imaginary was generally accepted.
The following paragraphs will serve to show the conventions
with regard to the representation of the imaginary generally
agreed upon by the mathematicians of this period. It was from
a study of these that Hamilton was led to seek an extension of
the algebra to three dimensions and thus invented his theory of
quaternions.
Looking back for a minute to Figure 1 we may notice that -a
is obtained by rotating a through two right angles; therefore
multiplication of any number by -1 can be thought of geometrical],
as a rotation of the corresponding line segment through two right
#»<••****
1 Hamilton, William Rowan, Lectures on Quaternions
, p. 32.
2 Cajori, Florian, History of Mathematics , pp. 317-318.
7

a7
ngles. But since the is equal to
-1, multiplication by
n can be considered as a rotation through one right angle.
Thus, if all imaginary numbers are plotted along an axis per-
pendicular to the axis of the real numbers, it is easily seen
that any complex number may be made to represent a point in the
plane of the two axes. Although this connection between complex
numbers and points in a plane is artificial, it is found to be
useful. Although the complex
number avbi may be thought of
as representing the point, P,
(Figure 3) it is also con-
venient to think of it as the
directed line segment OP, or
vector as it is called. Ordi-
nary numbers or scalars have
magnitude only, but a vector
quantity, a+bi, has both magni-
tude (equal to its length ,Y a' Vb'h
Figure 3
and direction (given by its in-
clination, tan-1b ). It is im-
portant to note that a vector has no definite position in a
plane; it only indicates direction from one point to another, anc
may be moved parallel to itself without changing its character.
It may therefore be considered as a symbol of translation.
Once having arrived at the concept of our complex numbers
as directed lines in a plane, we are interested to consider the

addition and multiplication of these creations of our minds.
In Figure 4 it may be noted that the displacement AB
followed by the displacement
3C has the same effect as the
single displacement AC. There-
fore the sum of two vectors
AB and BC is the vector AC.
Similarly, it is clear that if we have the two vectors Oa
c and 03 placed tail to tail
(Figure 5 )
,
their sum is the
diagonal OC of the parallelo-
gram formed with the vectors
as sides. These laws for the-*
Figure 5 addition of vectors follow
naturally from the definition of a vector.
It is now interesting to note that our ordinary algebraic
rules for the addition of complex numbers give us results for
the addition of vectors similar to those just illustrated. For
example, let us consider the sum of the two vectors OA = 3+3VT i
and OB = 6+2V~3 i shown in Figure 6 on the next page.
OA + OB : 3 + 313 i + 6 4 2f5 i
= 9 + i =
C
vector OC

and the length of OC by the Pythagorian formula is
~V92 + (5fl ) 2 - 1l56 = 2^59
If on the other hand we had
constructed the parallelogram
AOBC and, U3 ing the cosine
law of trigonometry, had
found the length of OC
,
we
would have obtained the follovf
ing result
OC =V36~ + 48 -2. 6. 40* cosl500
= 21/39
which is the same as that ob-
tained by adding the complex
1
Figure 6 numbers representing the
vectors. It could also be shown that the inclination of the
vector OC to the 1 axis is the same whether obtained from a con-
sideration of the geometric figure or from the formula tan_1b =
a
tan" ^ 5*0
9
The multiplication of two vectors was found to be a little
harder to interpret. If we are to use the algebra of complex
numbers to represent the geometry of directed lines in a plane,
then the nroduct of two directed lines must itself be a directed

line. Argend is credited with being the inventor of the method
for the multiplication of vectors in a plane. (1806)'1' In his
method the multiplication of two lines in a plane corresponds to
the construction of sort of a fourth proportional to unity and
the two lines. It may be thought of in this manner. Suppose
we take the number 1 and multiply it by a+bi. The algebraic
result is a+bi. Now if we transform this into our geometrical
language of vectors, we have multiplied the unit vector 1, ex-
tending in a positive direction along the 1 axis, by the vector
a + bi and changed the unit vector into a + bi. In doing this we
have really rotated the unit vector through the angle 0 that
a+bi makes with the 1 axis and stretched it in the ratio
_£ where
1
P is t! e length of a+bi. Now suppose we have any two vectors
a+bi and x+yi, and we want to interpret their multiplication
geometrically. The vector a+bi seems to possess the property
of turning another vector through the angle 0 and stretching it
in the ratio P_. Therefore we should obtain as a result of the
1
multiplication a vector obtained by turning x+yi through an angle
0 and multiplying its length by Q.
Suopose we go back to the example of Figure 6 for a con-
crete illustration. The algebraic product of the vectors 3+3
i
and 6 + 2 V~3 i is
Hamilton, W. R.
,
Le c tures on Quaternions , pp. 31-33.

11
(3+3<3 i) ( 6+ 2/3 1 ) = 18 + 6/5 i + 18 /5 1-18
1 24/3 1
which is certainly a vector whose length is the product of the
lengths of the two original vectors and whose inclination to the
1 axis is as predicted. The vector 3+3/3 i has been rotated
through 30° so that it is now perpendicular to the 1 axis and
has only an imaginary part. It should be noted that the multi-
plication here is commutative, that is ( a+ bi) ( x+y i) = ( x+y i) (at bi)
.
Let us remark at this time that the vectors which we have
been talking about may be used to represent any physical quantity
having magnitude and direction. Examples of such quantities are
forces, accelerations, velocities etc. It is not surprising
then that mathematical physicists should want to extend the
algebra of vectors in a plane to that of vectors in space.
Hamilton’s Quaternions
Sir William R :>wan Hamilton was born of Scotch parents in
Dublin in 1805 . In his books Lectures on Qua ternions ( 1853 ) and
Elements of Quaternions (1866) he tried to extend the idea of
the complex number to three dimensional space. Most of the idea;
contained in these books were first communicated in 1843 to the
Royal Irish Academy.

Hamilton's first problem was to find a "number" such as the
complex number which would represent a vector in space and with
which he could operate algebraically. It seemed natural by
analogy with the algebra of vectors in a plane that a vector in
space should be represented by the form x+yi+jz, where x, y, and
z would denote three rectangular coordinates. From analogy with
complex numbers Hamilton assumed that i 2 = -1 and tried the
effect of assuming j- - -1 also. He interpreted therefore as
answering to a rotation through two right angles in the plane of
O
xz as i^ had corresponded to such a rotation in the plane of xy.
In considering the product of two "numbers" of this form
Hamilton ran into difficulties. He at first hoped to retain the
ordinary calculations of algebra, among them the commutative law
of mult iolicat ion
;
and so the product of two vectors seemed to
-
take this form
(a+bi+c J ) ( x+yitz j ) = (ax-by-cz) + i(ay*-bx) + j(az+cx)
+ ij ( bz+cy)
From a geome f ric consideration of this result in comparison
with the results for the multiplication of vectors in a plane,
he was led to make the assumption that the commutative law of
algebra does not hold in the algebra of vectors in three di-
mensional space. He therefore made the following postulate

ij = -ji
or ij = +k, ji = -k
where the value of the product k was left undetermined.
The general expression for the product of two vectors in
space then became
(ai-bi+c j) ( xt-yi+zj) = (ax-by-cz) + i(aytbx) 4 j(az4cx)
tk( bz-cy
)
After a consideration of this relationship, Hamilton be-
came convinced that his algebra should be built upon numbers of
the form a+bi+cj+kd, where k v/ould denote some new kind of unit
operator. He gave the name quaternion to numbers of this form
and considered that the expression for a vector was only an im-
perfect form of a quaternion. Thus, although the algebra of
vectors in a plane requires only two units, it was found that
the algebra of vectors in space requires four.
This same idea can be obtained from a consideration of the
quotient of two vectors, or the multiplier required to change
one vector into another. For example, suppose we wish to change
the vector OA into the vector OB. It is first necessary to in-
crease or diminish the length of OA until it is equal in length
to OB. For this one number, the ratio of the lengths is re-

quired. Next OA must be turned about 0 in the common plane of
the two vectors until it coincides with OB. Fcr this three
numb'ers are required, two angles to fix the plane of rotation
and one angle for the amount of rotation. Hence we see that the
ratio of two vectors depends upon four distinct numbers.
It seemed natural after the assumptions that i 2 = j 2 = -1
p
and that ij = k and j i - -k to assume that ki = -ik - -i j = j;
and that kj - -jk - j 2 i = -i. It also seemed most consistent to
O
Hamilton to suppose that k - -1. Thus the fundamental assump-
tions for the multiplication of two quaternions are included in
the formulae
i 2 = j
2
= k2 =
-1; ij = -ji - k; jk = -kj = i; ki = -ik = j
Hamilton also saw that if he represented a vector in space
by the form
(* = ix + jy + kz instead of by
6 = x 4- yi + zj
the product of two vectors would have a simple geometrical sig-
nificance. Moreover he could now deal indifferently with all
directions in space since no line was taken as representing
positive unity. He came to see that the same symbols, i, j, and
k, which he had used simply as operators could also be thought
of as unit vectors along the axes.

In more recent years Hamilton’ s quaternions have been re-
placed by Gibb's Vector Analys is which will do anything that
quaternions will and much more easily. Gibb's work represents
a development in a direction different from the one in which we
are interested. Moreover, it is so well known that it seems
unnecessary tn discuss it here.
Grassman' s Ausdehnungslehre
Hermann Grassman was born in Stettin, Germany in 1809. In
1844, the year after Hamilton first communicated his theory of
quaternions to the Royal Irish Academy, Grassman published the
Ausdehnungslehre
,
or Theory of Ex tens ion
.
This book was "
so generally abstract and out of fashion in its mode of exposi-
tion that it could hardly have had less influence on European
mathematics during its first twenty years, had it been publish-
ed in China. 1,1 In 1862 he published the second part of the
Ausdehnungslehre
,
but that also received little notice. It was
not until the latter part of the nineteenth century that the
true worth of his discoveries began to be appreciated. In 1890
Edward W. Hyde, Professor of Mathematics in the University of
Cincinnati, wrote the first text book on Grassman' s calculus in
the English language. His book has been used as a reference in
selecting material for this portion of the thesis.
^ Cajori, Florian, History of Mathematics
, p. 320

Hamilton tried to extend an algebra by analogy, and then
hoped that it would correspond to the geometry of space as the
algebra of the complex number had corresponded quite success-
fully to the geometry of directed lines in a plane. When it
did not do so, he simply changed the rules of his algebra until
he did obtain some simple geometrical significance for his op-
erations. Grassman, on the other hand, constructed his algebra
directly upon the idea of geometric dimensions, and all geo-
metric quantities appeared as independent units.
The first difference we might note between the theories of
Hamilton and Grassman is that while in Hamilton's work the
fundamental element is the vector, in Grassman' s it is the point
Another difference lies in the fact that while Hamilton deals
only with quantities having magnitude (scalars) and those having
magnitude and direction (vectors)
,
Grassman deals also with
quantities having direction, magnitude, and position (point-
vectors). Thus, says Hyde, Grassman has a quantity which com-
pletely represents the space qualities of a force. Furthermore,
as Hyde points out, Hamilton's vectors are not vectors pure and
simple, but vers or-vec tors
,
since as we have noticed the unit
vectors i, j, and k must also be thought of as rectangular
versors when used as multipliers. Still another point of differ-
ence lies in the fact that Grassman' s work may be extended to an
algebra of any number of dimensions, while Hamilton's is limited
to three dimensional space.
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In the interpr tation of an expression such as
mlPl + m2P2 + m3P3*
G-rassman makes the following assumptions:
(1) The sum of any number of points will be itself a point,
p, which we shall call the mean point of the system.
(2) The weight of p will be the algebraic sum of the
weights of the points. For example, in adding two points
transpos ing
n
'lPl * m2?2
m2 (p2 - p)
- (mj + m2 )p
= mi(p - Pi)
which shows that p is on the straight line joining p-^ and p2 at
distances from these points inversely proportional to their
weights. Let us take a concrete example.
3p
x
* 4p2 = (3 t 4)p
or 4(p 2 - p) = 3(P - Pi) p l 1 p2
or (p? - p) " 3
4 ’ ** 9 * *
( P - Pi
)’ 4 Figure 7
If mi : 0, or m = -m2 our equations become
I i f
I *
4
—
> 4 *
I t
19
m2 (p2 - Pi) = 0. P
and (
p
2 - p) - -m2 (p - Pj.)
or p - P2 1 P - Pi
Therefore, if m2 is not zero and p^ is not coincident with p 2 ,
these equations can only be satisfied when p is at an infinite
distance on the line PiP 2 > since p cannot possibly be midway
between pi and p 2 when one weight is the negative of the other.
From the equation
m2 (P2 - Pi) = °. P
we are led to the fact that a point of zero weight at an infinite
dis tanc e is equivalent to a vector of a definite length directed
t oward this poin t.
Nov; that these fundamental definitions and relationships
have been established, we are ready to determine the number of
units necessary to set up a reference system for two, three, or
n dimensions.
Let p be any point, and e , ej , and e 2 three fixed reference
points. Then
p = xe Q ye-j + ze2

20
In order that p shall he a unit point the sum of the weights
must he one, that is
x y •» z - 1
transposing x.' - 1 - y - z and substituting in the
above equation for p
P = e0 y(ei - eo) z(e2 - ej)
By varying y and z, p may he made to occupy any point in
the plane of eo> ei , and ep. Bor example, let the three refer-
P
ence points be placed as shown
in Figure 8. Then the vectors
( e^
- eo) and (ep - ®o) wil1
he as indicated and paint p,
located by the equation
P = eo f -5( ei~ e o) + 2(ep- eo) >
Figure 8 will be placed as shown.
Thus we see that any three unit points e Q , e^ , and e 2 may
he taken as a reference system for plane space, in terms of
which all points on the plane may he expressed.
If we now write
I
21
P - e0 " ^
el“ e 0 “ ^
©2 “ e0 “
our equation becomes
e = + Z £ 2
and any vector in plane space may be expressed in terms of two
reference vectors ^ and in that plane. When and are
of unit length and at right angles, the system is called a unit
normal reference system and ij_ and i p are substituted for and
fc 2 .
Similarly, it may be shown for solid space that any four
unit points may be taken as a reference system in terms of which
all points of the space may be expressed, and that any vector in
three dimensions may be expressed in terms of three given vectors.
In fact we may extend this proof so that any point in a
space of n dimensions is expressible in terms of n*l reference
points, and any vector in a space of n dimensions is expressible
in terms of n given vectors.
*
The only other parts of G-rassman’ s work which should be
considered before beginning a study of Clifford are those deal-
1
ing with his interpretation of the product of points and vectors.
G-rassman 1 s first conception of a geometrical product was
that it was what was produced or generated by the first factor
as it moved over a distance determined by the second.
Thus w^ ere ^1 an<^ ^2 are vec ^ors > signifies the di-
rected plane area bounded by the parallelogram whose sides are
parallel and equal in length to and that is, the plane
area generated by as it moves parallel to itself along
^
from its initial to its final point. This he called a plane
vector
.
Obviously *?*1 8ives the same parallelogram generated in
the reverse sense. Therefore
k t i _ £ £
2 1 12
In the same manner, if p^ and p 2 are two unit points, p-^Pg
is that which is generated by p^ in moving from its position to
that of p 2 in a straight line; thus P-j_P 2 a line of definite
magnitude, direction, and position - a point-vector . Obviously
P1P2
‘
' P2P1
Thus we see that the commutative law of multiplication does
* 2 « i 1
&
i *
2 z i i
23
not hold in this system.
The next assumption made by Grassman marks the parting of
the ways as regards his work and that of Clifford. He points
out that if pi = P2 in the equation
PlP2= - p2Pl
the only possible interpretation is that
pipi: 0
Since the product of two points that coincide would not be a
point-vector or would be a point-vector equal to zero, this
assumption seems to follow from the geometric definitions.
It is interesting to note that this assumption seems to
hinder Grassman throughout the physical application of his
work.
In investigating the algebra of three dimensional space,
that of the four units e Q , e^ , e 2 , and e-z, G-rassman postulates
that the product e
o
ei e 2 e3
= 1. He then proceeds to discuss the
product of two, three, and four points in his algebra. Con-
sidering then the four points

Pi
p2
p^
= ke =
= f3 i
^OeO * ^i®i * ^2 e 2 * ^3 e3
P4
0
tl me
t\ ne
he finds that the product of two points involves six distinct
terms of the second order in the units (e0e^, eQe 2 ’ e o e 3 > e2 G3 ’
e^e^
,
and e^eg). The product of three points involves the third
order terms e Qe^e^, e oe l e 2’ e l e ? s3 ,
and e
o
3
2
e *' T^e Produc,k of
four points is scalar since e^e-j e p e^ = 1.
If any more than four points are taken each term in the re-
sult will contain one unit twice, and each term will therefore
be equal to zero. Hence the product of any number of points
greater than four has no meaning in the algebra of four units.
Also, it is impossible to multiply any one of these resultant
terms by another having a common factor, since the result would
be zero. In those cases where multiplication is possible it will
be seen that the multiplication is commutative except when both
terms are of odd order in the units. Therefore the only terms
which obey the anti-commutative law are the original four units.
It is now evident that there are actually fifteen independen
compound units in the algebra of four elementary units (four of
order one, six of order two, four of order three, and one scalar)
necessary to deal with all quantities in the algebra.

As we proceed now with a study of Clifford’s work we will
be able to compare his algebra of three dimensional space with
that of Grassman described above.

CHAPTER II
The Geometric Algebras of Clifford
William Kingdon Clifford (1845-1879) was born in Exeter,
England. He was educated at King's College, London, and at
Trinity College, Cambridge, Prom 1871 until his death he was
Professor of Applied Mathematics at University College, London.
He was recognized as an original thinker in higher mathematics
and philosophy, and he took an active interest in popularizing
science by means of lectures and contributions to periodical
literature. After his death his Mathematical Papers
,
edited by
Robert Tucker, were published (1882).
In a paper entitled Applica t ions of G ra s s man ' s Ext e os ive
Algebra'1', Clifford endeavours to unite the algebras of Hamilton
and Grassman by including quaternions in Grass-man* s extended
sys tern.
Clifford's Surface
Although a discussion of Non-Euclidean Geometry is not
within the scope of this thesis, it will be found that a brief
pdescription of what is known as Clifford's surface will aid in
•54’
1
American J ournal of Mathematic s
,
Vol. 1 ,pp. 350-358
2
See D. M. Y. Sommerville, Non -Euclidean Geometry
, pp. 105-6 ;113-l4

an interpretation of his work. Clifford's surface is a three
dimensional elliptic surface, the points of which correspond to
the points at infinity in Euclidean geometry of three dimens ions.
Clifford found that the geometry on this elliptic surface was
that of Euclid. Since in G-rassman's theory it was shown that a
point at infinity could also be thought of as a vector of defi-
nite magnitude directed toward the point, Clifford saw that an
algebra of n units, if the unit points were considered to be
points at infinity in Euclidean space, would represent either
the algebra of the points in an elliptic space of n-1 dimensions
or the algebra of vectors in an Euclidean space of n dimensions.
T’-us says Clifford " we may interpret the algebra of a space
of four dimensions, which cannot be imaged, by means of a space
of three dimensions having constant positive curvature. " 1
?undamental Assumptions and Definitions
Like Grassman, then, Clifford sets up a reference system of
n units, designated by ^ ^
L3 L n , represent fixed
reference points lying in a space of n-1 dimensions. He con-
siders, as did Grassman, that any point p in a space of n-1
dimensions may be represented by using n reference points and
employing the equation
1
Clifford, W. K.
,
Mathematical Papers
, p. 390

He also agrees with both Hamilton and Grassman in using the anti-
commutative law of multiplication, that is
L L -
_
L C12 2 1
In the interpretation of the product of two points, Clifford
differs slightly from Grassman. For Clifford, the product of two
points such as l L is a unit length measured along the line joil
r s
ing the point t to the point This point-product he calls a
rotor to distinguish it from a vector. While a vector has only
magnitude and direction, a rotor also has a definite position
in space.
Introduct ion of Quaternions
With these assumptions, Clifford first considers a space of
three dimensions with the four fixed reference points
and L
-j. so arranged that are at an infinite distance
from l in three directions at right angles to each other. He
then proceeds to find a place for the quaternion symbols i, j
,
and k in his algebra of three dimensional space. These symbols
are Hamilton’ s rectangular versors which obey the laws
J J J
J S
1 J - J J
J J
J
J J J
r
(*
29
and which are considered as operations that will turn the axes
in planes perpendicular to them through right angles. He ident-
ifies i as the rectangular versor 'which turns the line t c into
the line ; similarly j turns L L into L L ; and k turns 1- L tJ j U j u 1 {J ±
into Lq
L
2* further postulates that, since turning cq **p into
is equivalent to a translation along the line at infinity
L
,
i shall be set equal to L Likewise j = L L , and
k = Li s*
According to these postulates
or
then
i L L
* 0 2
L L L L
2 3* 0 2
_
L L L
2 0 3
L C
0 3
«- L
o 3
L L
0 3
From the last equation it is evident that must be set equal
• 2 ,2
to -1. In a similar manner it may be shown that ~ L = -1.
It is pointed out by Robert Tucker in his preface to Ma the
mat
i
cal Papers by W. K. Clifford that " Clifford has nowhere
clearly explained why the square of a symbol denoting a point
should, be a positive unit in the same symbolical system in which
the product of two points represents a distance. 1,1 Although the
geometrical significance is admittedly not clear, the fact that
-If-# •}{•
Clifford, W K.
,
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,
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unique and useful algebras can be developed with this assumption
is what interests us.
A partial proof of the consistency of Clifford’s postulates
that i - l
2 S ’ ^ ai*d k = c i S seen in the fact that
from these postulates he is able to derive the rules for the
.
multiplication of the i, j, and k symbols as developed by Ham-
ilton. For example
Jfc = L i L L3 1* 12 _
L L -
- 2 3"
ki - L L L C - L L _
OJ
1
—
1
2 3 3 1"
ij 1 L L t L -CL-2 3* 3 1 1OJ11—1
IJk = L L c L23* 31* IIOJ
J
i
—1
J
Rules for Multiplication
Clifford next proceeds to determine the rules for multipli-
cation in an algebra of n units where t2 - -1 and t c = _ l c
r r s st
He first defines a term of order m as the product of m units,
all different, multiplied by any scalar. The rules for multipli-
cation follow.
1. A product of m linear factors will contain terms
which are all of even order _if m is even, and all of odd order
if m is odd. Let us consider as an example the product of four
J J J J J I
J J
J J - J J
J J
J J J »
J J
J J J J
_ -J J J J J J
.
c
c
31
linear factors, 4 f Y s, in an algebra of four units, L2 *3
II
0
r-
O f 1
—
l
1
—
1
ctf ta 2 *"2 4 a3b
e = b ly 00 4 1—
1
1
—
t b 2
l
2 t b3
l
3
V : c 0 V) + 1
—
0 iC 2
C
2 4 c3
c.
4 I
—
r
O‘ fd2 c2 4
The product will be of the following form
Q r 6 = a + £- ^rs
l
r
L
s * c
l0
L
1
L
2
L
3
where the first term, a scalar, represents all terms of the order
zero, resulting from products of the type V)~ *2 ~ and ; the
second term represents terms of the second order, resulting from
2products of the form L
2. S = "" S. 2 ’ ail(3 third term repre- i
sents terms of the fourth order, l„«. c ». There will be eight
u 1 2 j
different terms (one of order zero, six of the second order, and.
one of the fourth order).
If we now consider the product of an odd number of factors
such as^QY, the result ..ill contain the following terms
4<|V= £br ir t ^°rst lr La t
where the first term represents terms of the first order, result-
~z 2from products of the form and
^ ;
and the second
term represents terms of the third order, resulting from pro-
g
—
J J J J
j
j
j
j
i
J
*
j
i * »
i
J
i
*
J
» l
J J J j f J J , b V £ jb
J j
J J
j j j j
J J j
j j j J I J 1 r.ffr
J J
r
*
(
ducts of the form 1
.
There will be eight (different terms
(four of the first order and four of the third order).
It is easily seen that the substitution of -1 for any
factor ocurring twice in a term reduces the order of the term
by two. Hence it is evident that the order of the terms (odd or-
even) depends, not on the number of units in the algebra, but
upon the number of linear factors to be multiplied. Also, let
us remark that, regardless of the number of factors we consider
the order of any term cannot exceed n, the number of units in
the algebra. Moreover the number of different terms in the
algebra may be found by considering terms of every order from
zero to n. In each case the number of different terms of any
given order, x, possible in an algebra of n units can be found
by calculating the number of combinations of n things taken x
at a time ( n .1 ). It will be found that the number of
( n-xT7 xJ
terms can be expressed as
1 + n + -kn(n-l) + -» n -+ 1 1 2n
2
Hence the total number of terras, odd and even, in an algebra of
n
n units is 2
,
and of these there are as many odd as even.
We notice that, although Clifford's interpretation of the
square of the units differs from that of G-rassman, nevertheless
his results as regards the number of independent terms in an
algebra of n units are not much different from those of G-rass-
J J J
c
I I 4 I t
r
33
1
,
r< in G' 1 1 bra of f oar-
units, it was found that there were actually fifteen independent
terms. Clifford finds sixteen in his algebra of four units. The
difference lies in the fact that Clifford has a term of order
zero which is a scalar and also a terra of the fourth order.
IGrassman has no term of order zero (since the square of his units
is always zero)
,
and it is his term of the fourth order, which hd
sets equal to 1, that is the scalar of the system. We will see
later that in Clifford’s algebra of an odd number of units co, that
term of the nth order, acts like a scalar, and therefore it may be
used to represent both terms of order zero and order n, thus re-
ducing the number of independent terms in the algebra.
II The square of a te rm of the mth order is » 1 or -1
according as
^
m(m»l) is even or odd
.
For example, consider u), a
term of the mth order
After p changes of adjacent symbols this expression becomes
(- 1 )
since each change of an adjapent symbol produces a change in the
2 X. 1
! sign of the product. If we remember that I L C etc = -1,1,^,0
cu>
t
J
J j J J AjJ
> J ^ J J > i ui
j J J 4
(
this expression becomes
J - (-d p . (-D m = (-d p+
Therefore, u = - 1 according as p*-m is even or odd. To find
the value of p we notice that it takes m-1 changes to bring the
second L between the first and
,
then m-2 changes to bring
the second l between the first l and ^
,
and so on. Hence
pun - 1 f 2 (m-1) -* m
— gin ( m+ 1
)
P — 4-Therefore, lo - - 1 according as lm(mfl) is even or odd.
2
III The multiplication of a term P of order m by a
term Q, of order n, having k factors common, is commutative or
anti- commutative according as mn-k^ is even or odd. F :>r example,
P -
Q -
L
±
L
2
L
?
L
^
L
5
taS t5 t6‘7t 8
(m = 5)
(n = 6)
It is evident that there are three fact ors common to P and Q,;
i / * /
hence k = 3. If we now let P = CP and Q, = CQ, where C, P, and Q,
have no common factor, we have

p = CP = V3V \\
I
« s 5 SSV Wa
If we consider the number of steps involved in getting from PQ,
it it
to Q,P
,
we will disc over that the changes from CPCQ, to CP^C to
ii i i
CQPC to CC,CP require respectively k(n-k)
,
(m-k)(n-k), and k(m-k)
changes of consecutive factors. The total number of changes will
pbe found to be mn-k
.
Obviously, since each change produces a
change in the sign of the product, if mn-k^ is even, the multi-
plication is commutative; if it is odd, the multiplica t ion is
anti-commutative. Let us illustrate.
PQ = CPCQ= SSV Vv V3V L6 L7 L8
6?ic - iv Vt l8- V 3 l 5
It is easily seen that this change involves kCn-k 1) = 9 changes
consecutive factors. Similarly
cape = v3V sVVhVhVs
which involves (m-k)(n-k) - 6 changes of consecutive factors.
Finally
,
/ /
QP = cqcp = S Lc- L ^ L L2 3 5* 6 7 8- 2 3 5- 1 4
which requires k(m-k) = 6 changes of adjacent factors. The total;

number of changes in this case is mn-k2 = 21. Therefore we ob-
tain the result
Po =
-QP
The following special cases are of interest.
A. When two terms have no common factor ( k = 0)
,
their multiplication is commutative excep t when both are of odd
ord er. Obviously, in order that the product mn shall be of odd
order, both m and n must be odd.
B. The multiplication of two even terms is com-
mutative or anti-commuta t ive according as the number of common
factors is even or odd
.
(A similar result may be obtained for
two odd terms if the words even and odd are interchanged. ) The
result is evident if we remember that when we subtract an even
number from another even number, the result is even.
It might be noted that, since if k2 is odd, k is also odd,
the formula mn-k will serve just as well as mn-k2 to denote
whether the number of consecutive changes is even or odd.
C. If one of two terms is a factor in the other,
the multi plicat ion is commutative ex cept when that one which is
a factor is odd, and the other is even. in this case our form-
ula becomes kn-k2
,
which may be used as kn-k or k(n-k). In

37
order that this product may be odd both k and n-1 must be odd.
The Pi s t
I
n
c
tion between Algebras of Odd and Even units
Clifford simplifies the study of algebras of n units by
dividing them into two classes, those having an odd number of
units and those having an even number. The reason for this is
evident if we investigate the character of the term.io, which
Clifford defines as that term in each algebra 'which is the pro-
duct of the n units.
When n is odd, u) is commutative with the units of the alg
when n is even, to is anti- commutative with the units. The proof
of this statement is very easily obtained.
l
l
w= " l
2
L
3
l4
to L =1111
1 1 2 3 4
L
n
L l
n* 1
= ( _] \ n-1 L I l L l
'
' 1 2 3 4 n
= (_1) :1 l L L Lv
' 2 3 4 n
there fore
_L
I when n is odd, but wh
t w :wl : . L II
1 1 2 3 4
L
n
q p'rny
L to I -Lbt
1 l
Thus, in an algebra of an odd number of units, to acts like
a scalar and commutes with all the units; in an algebra of an
even number of units, to acts like a vector. The importance of thi
distinction will be more clearly understood as we study the two
classes of algebras.

Theory of Algebras with an Odd Number of Units
For the purpose of clarity we will discuss here that par-
ticular algebra in ’which n = 2m*l = 5, but it must be kept in
mind that the theory is applicable to any algebra with an odd
number of units. The units of our algebra are
38
i i l l and U - t l c v. t
2’3’ 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
First let us consider the number of independent terms, of
both odd and even order, possible in this algebra, using the rule3
of multiplication developed under l(p. 32). There will be a scalajlr
term representing terms of order zero; five terms of order one
(the units themselves); ten terms of order two( 5
• ) ; ten
3757
terms of order three( 5.’ ); five terms of order four( 5.' ) ;“
7777
" ”
174?
and one term of order five( 5’ ).
0757
However, because of the relationship
U): l t. L L L
1 2 3 4 5
all terms of odd order may be expressed as terms of even order.
For example, since
we may write
and
uJ =
U):
2
i I uh c2
licit
1 2 3 4 5
L L L L13 4 5
C L i.
"345
-41

Thus, it is evident that any term of the third order in the
units may be expressed as the product of the scalar, w, and two
different units, which is a term of the second order. Any term
of order one likewise is expressible by means of a term of order
four. Moreover, since u? acts as a scalar, it may be used to re-
present terms of the order zero and terms of the fifth order,
*1 *2 *3 ^4 ^5* ^ is eviden,fc then that our algebra of five mits
may be reduced to sixteen terms, all of which are even, instead
of thirty two terms of both odd and even order.
It should be clear that these results may be extended to any;
algebra with an odd number of units. Not only is the number of
terms in any one algebra reduced, but the rules for- the multipli-
cation of these terms become much simpler, since all terms are of
even order and may be multiplied by Rule B, page 36.
Clifford still further simplifies his notation and reduces
the order of the terms in any particular algebra by expressing
his terms by means of K symbols instead of by the elementary
units. The general formula for a K symbol is
K = - wt
r r
For example in the algebra of five units
K2 = -UM,2
f
OJ
J J J J J
J J
vJJJJ J J r**>~ -
(
v» J J s) J J J J J si J (Jj
I - CO t z
-c t L L L
.
L r r r r r
3 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 12
Z
_ u) l
,
- - t L l- L L
.
l : L L L L
4 1 2 3 4 5 4 5 12 3
-toL - JJjJ1 L Z r r r r
1 2 3 4 5* 5 12 3 4
The K symbols are really the terms of order n-1. Since they
are anti-commuting symbols (Rule 3, two terms of even order with
an odd number of common factors), they may be considered as ele-
mentary units and the remaining terms expressed by means of themj
Thus, in the algebra of five units, the ten terms of order two
are expressible by binary products of the K’ s. For example
K
1
K
2
= C c L L LLll234 5 * 3451
Z l t
2 1
Hence, all the terms of the five unit algebra may be expressed
by a scalar, five K symbols, and the ten binary products of
these K symbols.
Let us now investigate the character of the product
KKKK TC . It will be found that in any algebra of 2mfl
'1 2 3 4 n
units the product K
n
will be equal to *1 or -1
according as m is even or odd. For example if n is equal to
K
.1
K
2
K
3
K
a
K
n
z (-“*5! (-"V (-*"*,)
- {-l) 2cHl (W 2 )"1' 1
2m* 1

It is evident that if u2 is -1 the product of the K' s will
2
be fl; if U) is *1 the product of the K s will be -1. But it
o
can be shown that the value ofu depends upon whether m is even
or odd. The order of w is 2m* 1; therefore substituting in the
formula of Rule II, we obtain
;L( 2m*l) ( 2mflfl) = (2m*l)(m*-l)
2
It is obvious that if m is even the square of y is -1, an
obtain *1 for the product of the K's. If m is odd, the square
of «a) equals #• 1, and the product of the K’s is -1.
We should notice that from this relation
K K K K K = fl
1 2 3 4 5
all possible products of the K's can be expressed either as
scalars, one of the original K symbols, or binary products of
them. Similarly, in any algebra of 2m* 1 units, all terms of the
algebra are expressible in terms of a scalar, and K-products of
order not greater than m.
Moreover, it should be noticed that the value of K 2 also
differs as the value of m changes. Since the K's are of order
2m, K 2 will equal +1 or -1 according as m is even or odd. For
if m is even, m(2m*l) is even; if m is odd, m(2m*l) is odd.
'c
J
i I *
•J
•*
« m
«
» t
«
i *
t
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Clifford calls the algebra whose units are the even terms
formed with the n elementary units the n- //ay
geometr i c algebra
. It is interesting to note that the three- vay
|
algebra yields quaternions as its units. Expressed by means of
the three elementary units,
,
the terms are the scalar, u*
, |
which may be set equal to 1, and the versor vectors
,
l L^, • ,
and Lg* If we remember that ^ - *• t l 9 we may express these12 5
units by means of the k symbols in the following manner
•1
'2
= - to l - — L L L
.
L - L L
1 1 2 3 1 2 3
I _ to L - - t L t
. L - L L
2 1 2 3 2 rH
K 1K 2
” L
2
L3* L3
l
l
= l
l
L
2
Therefore the quaternion algebra in terms of the K's consists of
the following units
1, K1# K2 , KxK2
We have already noticed that the five-way algebra depends
upon the five symbols and their products, and that
the number of terms is sixteen. Clifford shows that we may ob-
tain the whole of these sixteen terms by multiplying the qua ter-)
I
nion set
1, K
,
K
2 , K K
:y this other quaternion set
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(1, k4k 5 , k 5k 3 , k3k4 )
If we actually perform the multiplication, we obtain the
following terms
i, k
x ,
k 2 , k 1k 2 , k4k 5 , kxk4k5 , k 2k4k 5 , k1k 2k4k5 , k5k 3 ,
K 2K 5
K
3 ,
K^gKgKj, K
3
K4 , K1K 3K4 , K2K 3K 4 , KjKgK^
Now remembering that K
1
K
2
K
3
K
Zf
K c = 1 and that X 4
2
= X 2
2
- X3 2
p o
= K4 - z 1, we may simplify some of the above terms and ob-
tain the following
1, k 1 , k 2 , k xk 2 , k4k c , k3
k
p , x 1
x
3
,
x_
,
x
5
k
3
,
x
4
x
2 ,
k
1
k
4 ,
k
4 ,
x
3
k 4 , k5
k
2 ,
jap
,
x
5
which are the sixteen terms of the five-way algebra.
Moreover, let us notice that the units of the two quaternion
sets are commutative with one another (Rule II, case A), so the
result is unique.
Clifford extends this proposition to show that any (2m+l)-
way algebra is a compound of m quaternion sets, the units of
which are commutative with one another. This statement we will
accept without proof, merely using it to show the generality of
Clifford's work.
c
Theory of Algebras with an Sven Number of Units
Clifford shows that every algebra of 2m units may be obtain-
ed as a product of the (2m-l)-way algebra with the double algebra
( 1 , 1*;), where to is the product of all the 2m units. Let us take I
as an example the algebra of six uhits
,
L
1
L
p ^^
&
In this
case u) - l_t t 4.4 l and is even and anti-commutative with the
1 2 P 4 p O
units. Therefore, it is not a scalar but an independent unit of
the even algebra.
There will be thirty two even terms in the six-way algebra;
one term of the sixth order, to ; fifteen terms of the second
order ( 61 ) ; fifteen terms of the fourth order ( 6.’ ) ;
'47 “57“ 27~'47~
and one term of order zero.
Obviously all of the even terms of the five-way algebra will
also be even terms of the six unit algebra. Therefore, if we
multiply the five unit algebra by 1, we will obtain one term of
order zero, ten terms of order two, and five terms of order four
belonging to the six-way algebra. If, moreover, we multiply
! these even terms by to = w® will obtain the rest of j
the even terms of the six unit algebra. For example,
Ki = V3V5
^ Ki = VaShVs- L2 L 3L 4 L5
0 L U
1 6

Thus the product of u) by K
,
K_, K
,
K,
,
and K will give us
-L 2 p 4 p
five additional second order terms making fifteen in all.
The multiplication of tu by the second order terms in the
five-way algebra will give us ten additional fourth order terms
making fifteen in all. For example,
wK
x
K
2 = VaShhV
: bVsb
Finally, multiplying to by the scalar term of the five-way
algebra gives us the one term of the sixth order.
We should notice that the multiplication of the u> with the
K’s of the (2m-l)-way algebra is commutative, since the K’s are
factors in the k>
,
and they are both terms of even order (Rule 111
Case C). We notice that if we had chosen to express the terms of
the odd algebras by means of the odd terms rather than by means
of the even terms, multiplication by the to of the even unit alge-j
bras would give us the odd terms of those algebras, but the multi-
plication of the u) with the terms of the (2m-l)-way algebras
would no longer be commutative and the results would not be
unique.

CHAPTER III
Edd ing t on ’ s E -Numb o rs
We are now ready to examine the form taken by Clifford’s
algebras when used by Sir Arthur Eddington. At the beginning of
chapter two of his book Re lat ivity Theory of Protons and Elec-
trons 3 Eddington points out that he is about to develop a "cal-
culus containing a number of symbols which do not obey the com-
mutative law of multiplication, but obey the other elementary
laws of algebra. "-1- He refers to his symbols as a "blank sheet".
To change the figure, they are the rafters and. framework upon
which he intends to build his physical universe. They are to
serve as a set of unit vectors, the coefficients of which shall
be measures of his physical entities. Unit vectors themselves
never have physical dimensions, but merely direction. He there-
fore gives no physical interpretation to his symbols, but states
that it is their anti-commutative properties which make them
suitable for describing the conditions and activities of the
physical universe.
Fundamental Assumptions
Eddington bases his calculus on five general symbols, E^E^
E^E^Ep., which are related by the following formula
4HBHttt*
‘Eddington, Arthur, Relativity Theory of protons arid Electrons ,
p. 20

E^EpE^E4S^
~ “ 1
and which obey the following, laws
E 2 = -1 and EE =
*
-y v
- EE = 1,2, 3 ,
4
,
5
^ A)
v
Also i is commutative with all the symbols of the calculus and is
therefore what Eddington calls an algebraic number
.
Identification with Clifford Numbers
7/e may recognize this as Clifford’s five-way algebra where
the K symbols are considered as the elementary units. The points
of difference may be easily seen if we write the relationships
for one algebra beside those for the other.
iil-j- ip
g
— — i
E2 = -1
EE = - E E
y v v -y
K 1K 2K 3K4K5 =
1
2
-
= 1
K K =
-V v
- K K
A brief study of the above ?/ill show that there is a simple
relationship between the symbols of the two algebras, namely
E = - iK
-y *4
Eor example let us notice that
r
(-iKp (-iK
2
)(-iK
3
)(-iK
A )
(-1K ) (-i) 5 (K1K 2K3K4K 5 )
-
-1
and (-iK
1
)(-iK
1 )
=
-1
We remark that since the factor i is a scalar, it in no way
affects the rules of multiplication for the terms of the algebra,
Therefore, as in Clifford's five-way algebra, we have sixteen in-
dependent terms which may be expressed as follows
i, E
,
E E
•H *
(•«.>' = 1
,
2
, 3 , 4,
5
m iv)
All sixteen terms are square roots of
-1, since
(E Sj 2 = E E .E E =
M v M y X, v*
- E 2E 2 - -1
Double-Suf pix Notation
Eddington proceeds to make his notation more uniform by in-
troducing the symbol E
.
E = E EMV m V (
- 1
,
2
,
3
,
4, «i</ )
He gives the original E symbols the alternate double-suffix nota-
tion
E = E„, = - E
>1 04 MO U - 1,2, 3, 4, 5)

Thus the sixteen expressions become
i.
y
(•*,' = 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5 it' )
and in all cases
E - -E„ y
Xj v * -*/
For the sake of clarity we will write the complete set in
this form
i
>
F
,
2
,
E
,
V 1?
•' ) -ill , -i , E , 3 , E , E , E , E ,01 02 03 04 05 12 13 14 15 23 24 25
E34’ E35 * E45
It is obvious that it would be redundant to include
^
for example, in the same set with sinGe one is simply the
negative of the other.
Rules for Multiplication
Eddington develops the following rules of multiplication for
his sixteen expressions:
I E E - -1. This we have already shown to be true.
Clifford’s rule for determining the square of a term is also
applicable here. By using the formula im(m-fl) where m = 2, we
discover that the square of the term must be -1.
v >»> * v»
II EE =-EE = E EU V -U <f A4 y y ff We may notice that this
is a case of Clifford’s rule for the product of two even terms
having an odd number of factors common in which case mn-k2 is
odd, and the multiplication is anti-commutative.
Ill E E - S E - iE Here we have the multipli-i
*4 V O-r vr XT
cation of two even terms with no common factor which, by Clifford
Rule III, Case A, is commutative. An example will serve to make
clear the last part of the equality. Since
we may write
-
1
•iE
ei
e
2
e
3V5
-i ^ - E^EgE-j-E^Ep.. E^
or iEr- =
-e
1s2e3
s4
E
1
E2E3
E4
50
In the double-suffix notation
iE~ c = E_ E_.05 12 34
It should be clear that E^ - -iE^ according o-T^p
is an even or odd permutation of 012345.
Sets of Mutually Anti-Commuting Symbols
If we study the rules of multiplication just stated, we
note that, although the original E symbols were anti- commuting
with respect to each other, the members of the complete set of
'-4 NV*
-OH V ^
OA JV- ”T > f ^
T T> V
9A TO V V>
sixteen expressions are only an ti- commutative if they have a
single common suffix.
We therefore note that each symbol, with the exception of
i, anti-commutes with eight other symbols. For example anti
commutes with
E E E , E iii E02 03 04 05 21 31 41
u,
51
It is of further interest to divide these eight into two
groups of four each. In each group there will be four mutually
anti-commuting symbols. Each set with forms a group of anti
commuting symbols called a pentad
,
and we note that it is formed
by allowing one of the suffixes to remain fixed while the other
varies.
There are six different pentads formed if we let each of
the six suffixes, 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5> in turn be the fixed suffix. They
are
(a) E01 ’ S02’ e03 * e04» e05
(b) E
l0»
V
"12* S13’
Tp
-'14’ S15
(c) E
20 * 21 ’
E
23 *
E24’ ^25
(a) E30> E31* E32 ’ e34’ E35
(e) E40’ S4l*
E42’ ^43 J S45
(f) E50’ E51* -52 »
S
53 *
E54

The original symbols are recognized as pentad (a). Our set
of sixteen symbols could have been built from any other of the
five pentads as well as from E^EgE-^E^Ep..
Eddington further points out that there are triads
,
or sub-
sets of three mutually ant i- commuting symbols which do not all
belong to the same pentad. For example
S01’ S02’ J 21
We notice that the third member is the product of the other two.
There are twenty possible triads (C4 = 6.’ = 20)
' 3.' 3
'
"
Sets of Mutually Commuting Symbols
It is evident that all members of a set of mutually commut-
ing symbols must be symbols having no common suffix. Therefore
the maximum number in a set is three (excluding i). An example
of such a set is
E
12 *
Sets of this type are called anti- triads . There are ninety
possible anti-triads. Since there are fifteen possible ways of
choosing the first member ( 6 ) ) ; six ways of choosing the sec“
47
“27
ond term ( 4.’ ) ; and only one way of choosing the last term,
2 1 27
"
the total number of ways of choosing all three terms is 15 times
6 or 90 ways possible.
.
Single-Suffix Notation
Still another notation for the sixteen symbols is employed
by Eddington* Each symbol is denoted by E = 1,2,3, 16). i
It is understood when this notation is used that the first five
symbols form a pentad, and that E = i, but the order of the
16
others is not specified.
Definition of an E-Number
A linear function of the sixteen expressions with algebraic
coefficients (real or complex) is called an E-number
.
A general
E-number is then
It is the algebra of the E-numbers which Eddington shows to
have physical application.
Fourfold Matrices as E-Symbol s
Thus far Eddington has considered the E symbols as perfectly
general in nature. He now shows that a set of fourfold matrices
may be expressed as these E symbols. These he finds particularly
adaptable to the physical problem. First he considers six
matrices
0 1 0 0 s„ = 0 0 1 0 3 = 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1
ar 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 d

n. o o q D = 10 0 0 D = 10 0 0
0 10 0 *> 0-1 0 0 * 0-1 0 0
0 0-1 0
b o o-i
0 0 10
0 0 0-1
0 0-1 0
0 0 0 1
and the unit matrix
ci
o
s
D. 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1
In studying these matrices he obtains the follo'wing rules
governing their multiplication
S S = S 3 = D D = D D, = D v (1)
© e> «< v * $ * *
1
—
1
1
1
CM
S
ra
= 1 (2)
bb ( 3 )
S.D
* %
=
-v* (4)
(5)
It may be well to verify these results for one or two
specific cases, but it should be pointed out that similar re-
sults can be obtained by a cyclic permutation of and V in
all of the relationships.
( 1 ) — o i o q 0 0 10
1 0 0 c 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 10 0 0boid 0 10 0 - S *
3

( 2 ) 3
2 -
°A 0 10 0 0 10 0 10 0 010 0 0 10 0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 10
0 0 10 0 0 10 0 0 0 1
( 3 ) s
a
d
<
-
D 3
<A A
0 1 0 C
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1
10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0-10
0 0 0-1
10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0-1 0
0 0 0-1
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0-1
0 0-1 0
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0-1
0 0-1 0
Therefore S. D = D 3
( 4 )
4 4
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
10 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0 10
0 0 0-1
0-1 0 0
10 0 0
0 0 0-1
0 0 10
~
n
4 4
10 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0 10
lo 0 0-1
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0-10
Therefore S D =
A 5
- D S
9 °<
( 5 ) S
*
D
S -
h 3.
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
= 1 0 0 0
10 0
0 0 10
0 0 0 1
10 0 0
0 10 0
0 0 10
0 0 0 1
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
Therefore S D = D S
4 S $
Eddington summarizes the commutative properties of the
matrices as follows (a,b - :
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sasb = s bsa > CaDb = DbDa , Sg^Dv, = (ab)DbSa
where (ab) - (ba) = 1 if a ® &
,
or b = S
,
or a = b; otherwise
(ab) - (ba) - -1.
It is evident that there will be ten cases
S D
,
3 D S D
,
3 D
,
S D
,
S D
,
S D
,
S D
,
3 D
,
3 D4 * $ § » * S $ W 4 $ y 4 S' S * S
where the multiplication will be commutative. There will be six
cases
SD,SB,SD,5D,3D,3D
* s * * % * ^ y x a r $
where the multiplication will be ant i- commutative.
Moreover, as Eddington indicates, the product of any number
of the matrices in any order can be reduced to one of the six-
teen forms
- S D.
a b (a ,b
= <*, Q, V,<5 )
For, in bringing the 3's to the beginning of the product and the
D* s to the end, we do no more than change the sign according to
the rules just stated. Moreover, the S's may be reduced to a
single 3 and the D* s to a single D by apolying (1) and (2) page
54.
e <9
‘6
>» * £ <9 l >> % '6 1
' i * k >>
£ V ' V Y £
If either the S factor or the D factor disappears, the unit
matrix S- or is inserted to make the expressions homogenous.
Thus the 3D-numbers, as Eddington terms linear functions of these
sixteen expressions, form a complete set, since the operations of
multiplication, addition, and subtraction yield only SD-numbers.
Eddington next considers any two SD symbols, and 3 CD^,
and investigates the conditions necessary in order that they
shall be anti-commuting symbols.
The following steps are necessary in order to pass from the
product (
S
a Di0 ) (
3
c D(j) to the product (3 C D^) (SaDk)
(Sa Db)(S 0Da ) = (bc)Sa3 0 DbDd
= (bc)S 0 3a Dd Db
- ( dc) ( ad) 3 qD^,
Hence SgD^ anticommutes with S C D^ if
( be) (ad) = -1
At this point it may be of interest to show that any matrix
3aDb with the exception of 3-D^ has eight of the matrices of the
set which are anti-commutative with it. We would exspect this
if our matrices are to represent exactly the E symbols. There
are four cases to be considered, and. it should be clear that

these cover all of the possibilities. In each case the resalts
II
;
are demonstrated more easily if a concrete example is considered.
However, it will be seen that similar results are obtainable for
all SD symbols of the same type.
Case I 3 A, is an 3D symbol where a = $ and b = either
a b
_
, $ , or V . Let us consider the 3D symbol 3^ D,
Since a = S
,
ad - 1
,
and d may have any value.
Since ad = 1, be must equal -1; therefore c
must equal either $ or Y , since b= 4
.
eight an ti- commuting matrices, S
C
D
C
,
,
are
S
fl
D.
,
S D . S D.,3 C..S D,
,
3 EL.
,
S D. # S D c
3 ^ jf' ^ I' y •<' r ^ r y S
Case II SaDft is an 3D symbol where b = S and a is
either
,
or y. Let us consider the 3D
symbol 3. D, . Since b = $
,
be = 1, and c may
have any value. Since be = 1
,
ad must e iual
-1; therefore d must be either ft or y
,
since
a = «<
.
The eight anti-commuting matrices,
3 C D^, are
3D, 3D, 3D, 3D
* Y § Y Y Y
Case III 3a Dt0 is an SD symbol where a = b = <A,^, or Y ,
Let us consider the SD symbol 3^ D, . Since
the product (be) (ad) must equal -1, we can
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consider two possibilities, either be = 1
and ad -1 or be = -1 and ad = 1. If be = 1
then c must be either Jor^. At the same
o since ad = -1, d must be either fiory.
Therefore we i have the four 3 C D^ symbols
SD, 3D, 3D, 3D
$ $ Sr * t
Considering the other possibility, c must be
either § or X % and d must be either $ or <* .
Therefore we have the four additional S C D^
symbols anti-commuting with 3. D.
.
c\
3D, 3D, 3D ,SD
$ S r s * *
Case IV 3D is an 3D symbol where a i- b / <$.
a b
aider the SD symbol S Dv . Here also we have
two possibilities. If be = 1 and ad = -1,
then c must equal & or V , and d must equal § or
i. We have therefore the following SqD^
symbols
S D
V Q
S D
v r
If we consider the other possibilty, c must
equal <4 or § , and d must equal <$ or 4 . Thus
we have the four additional anti-commuting
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symbols
3 S D
,
S D . 3
d S' * cK «
D
In further developing his theory, Eddington takes a specific
matrix S D { and writes down all of the matrices with which it
* s
will anti-commute. Since we considered this matrix under Case II
we immediately recognize these as
SJD,SD,SD,SD,SD,SD,SD,SD (l)
*<5 § § r(j & % * r $ y v x s y
If in turn one of these matrices 3^ D is selected, there
will be found eight matrices which will anti-commute with it.
They are
3D,SD,SD,SD,SD,3E,SD,3D (2)
^ * x
-a $ V Y Y Y Y &
We notice that four of these anti-commute with both 3 D r
* &
and 3 D
.
They are
$ %
3D,SD,SD,3D
4 § * V Y vr
( 3 )
The first of these we recognize as the product of S D and
o
3D It is easily shown that if a symbol anti-commutes with
0 §
two other symbols, it must commute with their product. For ex-
ample, supoose
& « y > *1 Jb C
t y v * $ & $ * e 0 h
.) 6
6 'Z V Y
^
V A f A A» * * £ >
4 *
V i (5 Y / a
P *
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and
then
There fore
S
1S 2
S
1
S
3
8
.
S 312 3
=
- S 2S1
=
- S
3
S 1
=
- 3 3 S
2 13
Z 3 2
3 3* 3 1
S D
,
3 D
,
S D
* §
’
°< 5 * S $
form a triad of mutually anti- commuting symbols; no other matrices
of the set can anti-commute with all of them. This triad is
similar in form to the E symbol triad demonstrated before.
The remaining three symbols, 3. D . SB.
,
and 3 D
,
in (3)
* « * b y y
above can be shown to be mutually anti- commuting so that
3D,3D,SD,SD,SD
* v $ § * $ r § y *
form a pentad. It is clear from analogy with the theory of E
symbols that the original matrix, B
5
is also a member of the
pentad formed from the remaining matrices of (1) above, namely
the nentad
SD.,3D,SD,SD,SD
* * *3 <M $ v S Y
Edd ingt.on proceeds to drop the superfluous S- and Dg in the

pentad first developed above and to introduce the factor i in
each symbol which is not equal to the He then identifies
the pentad in this form with the symbols E^EpE^E^E,-.
iS
,
iD_
,
iS D
,
5 D
,
S D .
< *1 Y Y <* V V §
From this pentad he develops the sixteen terms of the cal-
culus in a manner similar to that in which the sixteen general
E symbols were constructed from E^EgE-jE^E^. The terms are
E01 1 iS*
S02 = iD
^
=
E03 = i3y
D
y =
E . - 3D =
OA j, v
i o o q
0 i 0 U
0 i
o
J
o
i 0 0 Q
0 i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 i
1 0 .0 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 i
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
10 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0 10
0 0 0-1
0 0 0 1
0 0 10
0 10 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0-10
0 0 0 1
0 i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 i 0
i 0 0 0
0- i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0-- i
0 0 0
1 0 0
0- 1 0 -
0 0 1
0-1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0--1 0
P 0 0 i
0 0-i 0
0-i 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 r\w - 1
0 0 l 0
0--1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0- 1 0

E13
E14
E15
E
23
E24
E
25
E
34
J
35
E
45
S D
% *
ID,
13 D
<?> 5
S D
X *
i3 D J
=
-13,
- 113/
-ID,
i - i3 D
(
= iS
.
ad «
0 10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 i 0
0 10 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 i 0
0 10 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0 10
1 0 0 0
0-10 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0-1
10 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0-1
1 0 0 0
0-1 0 0
0 0 10
0 0 0-1
0 0 0 i
0 0-1 0
0-10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 i
0 0-1 0
0-10 0
1 0 0 0
0-10 0
10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0-1 0
= 1D
S =
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 0 - i c 0 0 0 - 1
0 - i 0 c -1 0 0 0
i 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 -•1 0 n i 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0- i 0 0
0 0 0 1 z 0 0- i 0
0 0-1 0 0 0 0 i
0 0 0-•1 0 0 i 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0- i
0- 1 0 0 i 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0- i 0 0
0 0 0 i 0 0 0 - 1
0 0- i 0 0 0- 1 0
0- i 0 0 — 0 1 0 0
i 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0- 1 0 0 0- i 0 0
1 0 0 0 - i 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 - 0 0 i
0 0- 1 0 0 0 i 0
0 0 0- 1 0 0 0- i
0 0 1 0 0 0- 1 0
0- 1 0 0 — 0- i 0 0
1 0 0 0 -i 0 0 0
0- 1 0 0 0 0- i 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0- i
0 0 0 1 - - 1 0 0 0
0 0- 1 0 0- i 0 0
0 0 0- 1 i 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 i 0 0
0 - 1 0 0 — 0 0- i 0
1 0 0 0 0 0- i
0 0 0- 1 0 0- 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0- 1
0- 1 0 0 - 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 1
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One relationship which was fundamental in the theory of E
symbols, namely that
E
^
E 2E E^E^
=
-i
has not been mentioned as yet in connection with the 3D symbols.
We will show that this relationship also exists for the pentad
of matrices identified with
^iE2E3E4E 5*
E
1
E
2
E
3
E
4
'k‘l^'2'u~'4^'5
EE - E12 12
E
3
E
4
= E
34
0 10 0
•10 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0-1 0
0 0 0-i
0 0 i 0
0-i 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 10 0
1-1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0-10
0 0-i O
0 0 0-iU o o o
0-i 0 0
0 0-i 0
0 0 0-i
i 0 0 0
0-i 0 0
0 0 0-1
0 0 10
0-1 0 0
10 0 0
0 0 0-i
0 0 i 0
0-i 0 0
1 0 0 0
i 0 0 0
0-i 0 0
0 0-i 0
0 0 0-i
-
-
1
Thus we have established complete correspondence between
the theory of E symbols and that of the sixteen matrices pre-
sented above.
/
In conclusion, it should be clearly stated that Clifford
numbers have found application in at least three specific cases.
cc
—
His three-way algebra, as we have already seen, gives us quater-
nions which were the predecessors of the very useful Gibbsian
vectors. His five-way and nine-way algebras give us respectively
the E-numbers and the K-numbers1 of Eddington which have found
direct application in the theory of relativity.
******
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